
When Sir Edmund Hilary

became the first

westerner to summit

Mount Everest in 1954, he

wisely said, “It is not the

mountain we conquer, it

is ourselves.”
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care of people who hike with him. He has

hiked with my mentors and friends.

Three years prior, my friends had been in

Kathmandu, about to trek with Birendra

when the catastrophic earthquake hit

Nepal. Birendra took my friends in like

family to his home. He made sure they

were safe. Without question he tended to

their needs as foreigners in the midst of

the natural disaster. Truly, Birendra treats

everyone he shares the mountains with

like family.

I knew that Birendra would never

suggest anything that might harm me. I

also knew that he has done the Everest

trek over 50 times with 1,000+ people, so

W
hen Sir Edmund Hilary

became the first

westerner to summit

Mount Everest in 1954,

he wisely said, “It is not the mountain we

conquer, it is ourselves.”

It was the evening of our second day of

Trekking & Transformation Retreat to

Annapurna Base Camp when Birendra,

my Nepalese Retreats partner and dear

friend, said to me: You can do Everest.

We were resting our feet, discussing the

next day’s plan for the participants of the

Retreat, drinking a hot cup of ginger

lemon tea in the mountain-side lodge.

“Really?” I needed to understand if he

was serious or if there was a language or

cultural divide for me to decipher. I’d

never considered it before that moment.

I wondered how it would be possible.

Although I had been hiking in nature

from age 5, I wasn’t any sort of

extraordinary athlete.

“Yes, Jordana, you can do it. I’ve seen

your hiking. You can lead a group

tomorrow to Everest,” Birendra said with

a confidence that was unmistakable.

Birendra has been leading treks for over

15 years. He takes extraordinarily good

he knew what he was talking about.

A few days later I found the quote by Sir

Edmund Hilary in my notebook. This

illuminated that it was my mind limiting

me, nothing else. I was already

facilitating international experiences,

teaching yoga, meditation and coaching

around the world; this wasn’t the stretch

that I thought it was when I first heard

Birendra’s words.

A lot of people I meet and clients I work

with think that they can’t achieve their

dreams. Oftentimes, they don’t know

what their dreams even are. Many are

afraid to even ask the question.

Retreat to the

Himalayas
Could Change Your Life

How a

You Can Do Everest: Empowering Your Best Self Through

Yoga, Meditation and Reflection in Nature

By Jordana Reim
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Q What if you could do what your

heart longs for? Who would you need

to be? Or simply: What’s possible for

you?

A There are a lot of beautiful places in

the world to do yoga or go on a yoga

retreat. What Birendra and I have built

over the past couple of years with

Trekking & Transformation isn’t just a

beautiful place to do yoga; it’s the

opportunity to face yourself, your

dreams, what you are truly capable of,

and to move into the “who” you truly

desire to be.

Like the trail to base camp, it is with one

step at a time that change happens. In

the mountains you’ll hear us say,

“slowly, slowly” again and again. Unlike

in the cities and the “normal” every day

of the west, there isn’t a rush in the

mountains. Time seems to slow down

naturally. We all reach the destination,

and, there is plenty of time for us to get

there, no matter how “slow.”

In the mountains we are reminded,

simply by looking around any which

way, that beauty is everywhere. Once

we set foot on the trail, our practice is

ever-more apparent: savor each

moment. The accomplishment of

Everest is surely coming, but the

pathway there is equally exquisite. This

is not to be missed in a rush to arrive

anywhere, but exactly where we are.

It is a huge accomplishment to make it

to Everest Base Camp, but it’s nowhere

near out of reach. It might be easier to

achieve than you think. Once I got over

the mental hurdle of believing I could, I

designed the retreat to make sure that

others could jump their mental hurdles

as well. From the time anyone decides

to do it, I share my practices for mental

preparation at home, specifically

designed meditations and practices

from my “Everest Within” online

coaching program, group preparation

together in Kathmandu and step after

step in the mountains, we overcome

any obstacle, we bond like a family and

move as a team.

Our Trekking & Transformation Everest

Base Camp retreat is designed for

savoring and celebrating the precious,

graceful and textured moments of our

lives. We do this as individuals and as a

group.

One of the key elements in our retreat is

yoga, as well as techniques for

meditation, tapping into intuition and

accessing personal insight. We share

experiences and group discussions

daily, we spend time reflecting and

journaling, we connect with our

Nepalese hosts and we even made a

day of silence and optional personal

prayer time.

The hardest part of this retreat is exactly

as Hilary said, it is conquering

ourselves: the stories in our heads that

we can’t get there because we’re not fit

enough or don’t have enough time or

money. I promise that if you set out on

this journey, you’ll be empowered to

keep going. We keep our group sizes

With
JORDANA REIM

In the mountains we are

reminded, simply by

looking around any

which way, that beauty

is everywhere.
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small so that every person can get plenty

of 1-1 attention from myself and our

guides.

On our Annapurna retreat in 2018, one

participant wanted to quit on Day 4. He

asked me about getting a donkey or a

helicopter to fly him out. He had never

walked so much and wasn’t someone

who participated in fitness. His calves

were aching and his mind was telling

him he couldn’t do it.

We came up with a plan so that he

could leave for the trek early each day.

One of our guides went with him about

45 minutes before the rest of the group

set out each day. This left ample room

for him to rest without falling behind.

And you know what? He finished the

trek with a huge amount of confidence.

After conquering himself, this year he’s

returning to do Everest with us.

The retreat is for empowering our best

selves, or as we call it in the Everest

Within Online Program, empowering the

Everest Self, the one who is courageous

enough to stand at the foot of the tallest

mountain in the world. At 180 Retreats,

we are passionate about empowering

individuals to step into their true nature

and to support others through acts of

kindness and service. This year we’ve

created one partial scholarship for our

Everest retreat for a special woman who

is empowering her community.

There are so many

powerful components to

yoga, but breath is wow.

Q Why did you start 180 Retreats?

A After over 10 years of success in

corporate America, I felt my soul calling

me to try something different. I felt so

much uncertainty around what that was

supposed to be and I searched far and

wide for support to learn it. Eventually I

came to realize that the work needed to

be done within me. I put myself through

the ringer of transformation, spending

time in some really uncomfortable

situations in places far, far outside of my

comfort zone. I learned to shift my own

mindset as well as tools to support

myself in confronting situations. I’m a

natural teacher, I had even spent

several semesters teaching while in

college and so as soon as I learn

something that works for me, I turn it

into something I can share with others.

In my 180 I learned that 180s don’t need

to be so “tough” in order for us to get it.

I started 180 Retreats to help my fellow

overachievers and dreamers in bringing

about radically-aligned life changes

with ease and support. We’re already so

hard on ourselves - I wanted to create a

map to alleviate harmful anxiety for

those of us bold enough to want to live

their best lives.
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Q What’s been your journey with yoga?

A I began my yoga practice 16 years

ago with Ashtanga. I was never athletic

and always a little bit chubby as a child

which added to my awkwardness

around anything physical. I was also

naturally somewhat flexible so yoga

came a little easier for me. I was

encouraged by this and was relieved that

the practice ended with resting - what a

concept!

A year after I started learning, I was

diagnosed with a chronic illness that, in

my flare up, stopped me in my tracks. I

found yoga as one practice I could enjoy

- it brought me peace and happiness.

When I moved to New York City after

college, I lived a pretty stressed lifestyle,

but whenever I got to a yoga class, I

knew that everything would be ok.

I did my first teacher training in New York

City at YogaWorks in 2008. I immersed

myself in trainings including restoratives

and yin, I took workshops and explored

the world of retreats. I made a lot of

friends who also loved yoga.

When I worked as a producer, I would

travel often. There was nothing that

grounded me more than finding a local

studio to drop into practice and

community. Even today as I travel and

transition through my life, I come home

to myself through my yoga.

My favorite yoga practices are bhakti,

hatha and yin. In Los Angeles, I teach

restorative yin, slow flow and workshops

and classes for empowerment, to

support feeling good in the body and in

journeying to a meditative state. I love

sharing pranayama with my students.

There are so many powerful

components to yoga, but breath is wow.

Life begins with an inhale and ends on

the exhale. It’s so simple and profound. It

is a universal truth. Yoga is a practice that

unites us with this breath, with the

precious life within each of us, that

fluctuates and dances a new dance from

moment to moment.

Yoga led me to meditation in 2011, and

to a meditation teacher training I did in

2017. Meditation changed my yoga

practice and my life.

Recently I studied with sound healers

from Mexico and in Nepal too. Using

sound and vibrational healing with yoga

has been game-changing. My journey

with yoga evolves on the daily. At one

point in time I said yoga was something I

did. Today I strive to live my yoga. It

doesn’t mean I’m flowing for 60 minutes

a day, though I have a regular personal

and teaching practice of asana. For me,

living my yoga is how I relate with the

world around me on a moment-to-

moment basis.

Q You left a job as an Executive

Producer to run these retreats, and

travel through India. Can you tell us

about that?

A I left the kind of job that no one

leaves. Except me I guess. But I know

my value and I know I can work in

media again if I decide that I want to do

that. What I didn’t know then was what I

could learn and how I could be of

service if I wasn’t dedicated to an office

10-12 hours a day.

My top intention for traveling was to

learn. I had been to India once before,

but only for two weeks. In my mind, if

there was one place to go for an

immersion of learning, it was India. I

went in early 2017 thinking I’d be there

for one month to do one more yoga

teacher training in Kerala. I ended up

staying three months, traveling around

Asia, eventually returning for three

more months in India. I absolutely love

India, its people and the warmth of

Hindu culture. While I did two teacher

trainings and many other short

immersions in India, I learned the most

from the people I connected with. I

learned about love.

Yoga led me to

meditation in 2011,

and to a meditation

teacher training I did

in 2017. Meditation

changed my yoga

practice and my life.
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Q Who are the kind of people who

come on a retreat with 180 Retreats?

A We bring an international crowd.

This year’s retreat is represented with

participants from four different

countries so far. Our online program

represented ten countries. The staff at

180 Retreats spans across three

countries!

People who come for our retreats are

often at a turning point in their lives or

wanting to make a “180” change.

Sometimes it’s in their career or where

they live, or an important relationship

has changed or is changing.

Many people who come on our retreats

are looking to break cycles in their lives

that don’t work. They are adventurous

while also seeking peace of mind that

isn’t really found through most travel.

Oftentimes travel can be a distraction

from what isn’t working in life. At 180,

our programs take you on a journey in

the most beautiful destinations, but first

and foremost, that journey is within

each of us.

In terms of age, the average is in the 30s,

but we’ve had participants from age 21

into their 60s. It’s amazing to see how

well we can relate with each other, even

across decades of differences.

Q Why did you create a day of

silence on the retreats?

A Researchers say that we have the

same 50,000 - 70,000 thoughts swirling

in our heads each day. I surmise that

because of the constant distractions we

encounter, particularly from social

pressures to connect or in trying to

please others, we never get to sort

through the thoughts. I think this is part

of the reason why they recycle

themselves day after day. I think we lose

ground from ourselves when we try to

be something for another, not realizing

that our own inner compass is the most

relevant one to follow.

In silence, which means refraining from

engaging with others in any way,

including eye contact, there becomes a

place of resting within the self. You have

the freedom to be exactly as you are. If

ever you might go out trying to be

something that you’re not, it’s an

exhausting way to be. Time in silence

around others in silence, I’ve found, can

recalibrate us. We get to be who we are

without validating it, expecting validation,

needing to give validation. It’s just pure.

On the Annapurna retreat, we planned to

do this practice for half a day. After 15

minutes, one participant had felt so

deeply that she was in tears of joy. At the

half-day point, I privately polled the

group to learn that 100% of them wanted

to continue the day in silence. None of

them had practiced silence before and

all of them asked for more! It’s powerful!

Q How much does Trekking &

Transformation: Everest Base Camp

Retreat cost?

A The Everest trip is $4,350 which

includes almost all expenses including

lodging, most meals, programming,

airfare and a private helicopter within

Nepal. What it doesn’t include is

international airfare, your travel

insurance and any personal expenses.

All participants receive a digital care

package, “Everest Within,” before and

after the retreat to support the journey.

This includes hours of meditation

audio, journaling prompts and

worksheets, pranayama videos and

fitness suggestions.
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Q Who do you love to work with?

Why do they love working with you?

A I love working with people who

want to make positive impact through

their work and their gifts. I’ve found this

leading me to work with both corporate

executives as well as healers and

teachers.

My clients love working with me

because my coaching supports them in

their personal growth and their

business growth. Because of my

background in marketing, paired with

my ability to deeply listen to who

someone is, I’m able to help my clients

find their voices and express it -

sometimes it is through their business

plan or how they choose to creatively

market their business. Other times, it is

as simple as helping a yoga teacher

design an impactful workshop, using

her unique talent.

Q Which teachers have been your

biggest influences?

A I’ve taken Inner Engineering with

Sadhguru and programs at Osho’s

center in Pune that influenced me

deeply. My teacher Shiva Girish in India

continues to inspire me with his work

and my Bhakti teacher in California,

Govinda Das, is next level.

Other influences I draw from are

learnings from Buddhist philosophy. I

love Jack Kornfield, Tara Brach, Judy

Goodman.

I listen to a lot of Wayne Dyer, Esther

Hicks, Ram Das, Krishna Das, Oprah.

Q What makes your retreat to Everest

Base Camp life changing and different?

A Our trek is intentional. We’re not just

trekking and we’re not just yoga. We’re

also not just trekking and yoga. We’re

personalized and collaborative. We’re a

cocoon for creating purposeful change.

We support every individual with tools

before, during and after the retreat for

total empowerment.

A big component to the retreat is our

mantra-setting workshop. I work

individually with every participant to

formulate a personal mantra for focus,

clarity and resonance. It makes the trek

intentional when there is a mantra

guiding you toward your best, your

Everest Self.

We’re also celebrating life! It’s in all that

we do, the way that we connect (and

sometimes dance!) and how we take in

each moment.

Q Where can someone find more

information about you and the trek?

A We have three spaces left on our

trek. We’re closing registration on March

20th. All of the details are on our site:

www.180retreats.com/Everest-retreats

My website is On mywww.jordana.love.

site you can get all the materials to do

the Everest Within program wherever

you are in the world. You can also

connect with me for Skype coaching or

to create a personalized professionally

recorded meditation.

I share a lot on Instagram. On my

personal instagram I’m silly and

motivational. You’ll find me with bed-

head going to the gym in my stories.

Our company Instagram shares retreats,

workshops and inspiration to make you

smile and savor it all.

I work

individually

with every

participant to

formulate a

personal

mantra for

focus, clarity

and resonance.
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